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The Community Police Commission recommends policy changes to
increase police accountability, discipline consistency
(CLEVELAND, OH) -- The Community Police Commission (CPC) recently submitted recommendations that
would make substantial changes to the Cleveland Division of Police’s (CDP) current disciplinary process.
The recommended improvements to the CDP’s Disciplinary Guidance Matrix outlines the changes to be
made that would bring the Cleveland Division of Police closer to being into compliance with the consent
decree than if the policy remained unchanged.
Improving the discipline policy continues to be a high priority for both the community and officers. It is
important to the community that officers are held accountable for their actions and clear guidelines will let
officers know that the way discipline is carried out will be consistent and fair.
The Cleveland Police Monitoring Team’s 2018 Police Officer Focus Group report states, “Officers believe
that CDP’s administrators are perpetuating a culture of excessive and inconsistent discipline to make it
appear that reform is taking place, as opposed to using discipline to teach and impose thoughtful
accountability.”
If implemented, the CPC’s recommendations would effectively address the community’s and officer’s
concerns by:
● Clarifying existing violations which would reduce supervisors’ arbitrary disciplinary decisions.
● Ensuring the creation, availability, and disclosure of proper documentation relevant to disciplinary
decisions.
● Narrows the use of discretion by limiting mitigating and aggravating factors to the most serious
offenses.
● Creating a new oversight committee tasked with making sure disciplinary outcomes are consistent.
The CPC’s proposed changes along with a draft showing how the new policy would look can be read here:
● CPC Changes to the Disciplinary Matrix GPO
● Draft CPC Model of Disciplinary Guidance GPO
Over the coming weeks, the CPC looks forward to working with city leaders, DOJ, and Monitoring Team to
discuss the CPC’s recommendations.

About the Cleveland Community Police Commission (CPC): The CPC was established in 2015 as part of the
Consent Decree between the City of Cleveland and the U.S. Department of Justice. The CPC provides community input
on police policies to help strengthen relationships between officers and the communities they serve. Better policies will
help ensure policing in Cleveland is safe, effective, and that people’s civil rights are upheld. For more information, visit
the CPC’s website: www.clecpc.org.
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